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ABSTRACT
Rotary convergences or traffic circles are predominant type of at-grade crossing points forgot
about for the development of traffic one way starting with one spot then onto the next in a focal
rush hour gridlock island. Basically, all the significant clash at a crossing point expressly the
impact among through and right-transform developments are restored into milder clash in
particular blending and separating. The vehicles entering the rotational are tenderly compelled
to move a clockwise way in deliberate way. They at that point weave out of the turning to the
foreseen course. In one sense, Rotary convergences (or Roundabouts) can be considered as a
type of channelized crossing point in which vehicles are guided onto a single direction street
and required to move a clockwise way about a focal island. At once, the rotational crossing
point was viewed as the response for all the issues related with convergences. Truth be told,
the rotating crossing points have exact favorable circumstances and burdens, and the choice
with regards to whether a revolving ought to be utilized at any individual area requires an
obliging of these. Where traffic circles are appropriately utilized and planned, the productive
progression of traffic is advanced by the organized development of vehicles about the focal
island. There is just minor postponement to traffic because of speed decreases and no deferral,
by any stretch of the imagination, because of halting.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Crossing point is a territory shared by at least two streets. This territory is assigned for the
vehicles to go to various headings to arrive at their ideal goals. Its principal work is to control
vehicles to their particular headings. Traffic crossing points are intricate areas on any
expressway. This is on the grounds that vehicles moving various way need to consume same
space simultaneously. Moreover, the people on foot likewise look for same space for
intersection. Drivers need to settle on split second choice at a convergence by thinking about
his course, crossing point geometry, speed and bearing of different vehicles and so forth. A
little blunder in judgment can cause serious mishaps. It additionally causes postpone which
relies upon type, geometry, and sort of control at the crossing point. Generally speaking, traffic
stream relies upon the exhibition of the crossing points which influences the limit of the street.
Along these lines, both from the mishap viewpoint and the limit point of view, the investigation
of convergences is significant for the traffic designs particularly on account of urban situation.
Dissertation Topic and Its Importance
The study "Rotary Design for an Intersection on SH-38 near Rajam" aims at studying the
intersection located on SH-38 near Ambedkar junction, Rajam. The intersection is formed by
Bobbili -Srikakulam (SH-38) road crossing. The existing intersection is not provided with any
kind of traffic control devices that is signs, signals, marking and channelizing islands. The
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medians provided on the roads are also not provided properly. The present study has been taken
up with a view to minimize the conflicts at the intersection by providing a rotary intersection.
Advantages of Traffic Rotary
1. Orderly and taught traffic stream is given by the single direction development.
2. Frequent halting and beginning of vehicles are stayed away from.
3. Direct clash is wiped out.
4. All turns can be made easily.
5. A turning is particularly appropriate for crossing point legs going from 4 to 7.
6. For moderate traffic, rotaries are self-administering and need no control by police or
traffic lights.
Objectives
 To collect the traffic volume data at the intersection.
 To evaluate design details of the rotary intersection.
 To plot various design details.
 To determine suitability of the rotary intersection over the intended design period.
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
The historical backdrop of the modem traffic circle, and specifically its advancement from the
old roundabouts and rotaries worked in the primary portion of the twentieth century, discloses
to an enormous degree its present status in the United States, and especially the impression of
traffic circles held by many traffic engineers and the overall population.
[1] Fan et al. (2013) built up a straightforward naturally visible model dependent on the HCM
conditions and approved it utilizing VISSIM. This infinitesimal programming permits a precise
execution of the indirect calculation. The approval was set to reproduce the traffic circle limit
relationship of the HCM, and accordingly the vehicle following boundary and paces in
diminished region were adjusted.
[2] Al-Omari et al. (2004) built up a model for evaluating traffic circle delay as an element of
traffic and mathematical components. A total of twenty hours of field traffic and mathematical
information were gathered from fourteen rotaries situated all through Jordan. Information were
gathered on bright days from areas with great asphalt conditions and during times when there
were no police officers in the area.
[3] Trout beck et al. (1999) built up a hole acknowledgment model for the blending procedure
at clogged unsignalized convergences. Not at all like customary hole acknowledgment models,
which ordinarily accept total need of significant stream vehicles over those of the minor stream,
the proposed model expects restricted need of significant stream vehicles.
[4] Polus et al. (1999) further inspected and assessed the limit model recently created in their
1997 investigation. Likewise, the examination assessed a hole size above which holes are not
pertinent to the hole acknowledgment process and assessed the hole acknowledgment conduct
of drivers entering traffic circles as their holding up time on the methodology leg expanded.
[5] Cassidy et al. (1995) state that it is not possible to directly observe the mean critical gap.
This report also states that there is no evidence that a single-valued gap acceptance function
cannot be used to model driver behaviour reliably at a stop sign.
METHODOLOGY
The study aims at minimizing the conflicts and congestion of traffic for the given intersection
"Bobbili – Srikakulam (SH-36) near Rajam". With this objective in view, the traffic data and
the site data of the intersection are collected.
Traffic data collected is converted into pcu/hr by multiplying with the help of suitable factors.
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Using this data, the appropriate rotary design for the given intersection is evolved as per IRC
65 – 2017 guidelines. It is aimed that the design should be cost effective and serves the purpose
of intersection efficiently for at least 15 years

Figure: Methodology of the Study
Data Collection
The design of rotary intersection is to be evolved for the existing Bobbili - Srikakulam (SH36)- Rajam junction. This junction, located in the immediate centre of Rajam city, is one of the
important road junctions on SH-36 and is serving the traffic between Bobbili, Palakonda,
Srikakulam and Visakhapatnam. This junction also serves as the gateway of traffic entering the
industrial model towards the state of Odisha. The major share of traffic on the junction
comprises right turning traffic coming from Palakonda side and leading to Visakhapatnam and
the traffic coming from Bobbili leading to Palakonda and Srikakulam. The existing junction is
a simple at-grade intersection without any provision of even channelizing islands to regulate
the traffic at the intersection
Site Data of Junction
The junction site data as per existing site condition:
Width of carriageway of roads meeting at the junction is given below: Palakonda Road
7m x 10m, 0.3m median
Towards Bobbili

:

: 7m x 10m, 0.6m median

Towards Srikakulam : 7m x 10m, 0.6m median Towards Rajam and Visakhapatnam bypass:
5m x 10m
Traffic Volume Data
The traffic volume on the junction of a typical peak hour was observed on 15.2.2020. The
traffic volume data so collected for all four legs of the intersection are given in Table
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Table: Traffic Volume at Rajam Junction

DESIGN OF ROTARY INTERSECTION
A rotary intersection is justified when the traffic entering from all the legs of the intersection
is between 500 to 2000 vehicles per hour. In the present case, the traffic volume during a typical
peak hour is found to be 3704 vehicles per hour as given in table 4.1. A rotary intersection is
advantageous in locations where he proportions of right turning traffic is more than 30% of the
appropriate traffic. In the present case, the right turning traffic constitutes 35.3% of the total
approaching traffic. All these factors justify the choice of a rotary intersection in the given case.
Design Elements of Rotary
IRC: 65- 2017 'Recommended Practice for Traffic Rotaries', Indian Roads Congress, New
Delhi.
Design Speed of Rotary
IRC recommends a design speed of 40 kmph for rotaries in rural areas and 30 kmph for rotaries
in urban areas and other residential locations. As the rotary in the given case is located on SH36 away from urban areas, the design speed is taken as 40 kmph.
Radius of Central Island
Theoretically, the radius of Central Island should be equal to radius at entry. In practice,
however, this radius is kept slightly larger than that of the curve at entry to give preference to
the traffic already on the rotary and to slow down the approaching traffic. As a general
guideline, the radius of the central island as recommended by IRC is 1.33x radius at entry. It
comes to be 8.5 m. A value of 10 m is taken in the design due to limitation of the site conditions.
Weaving Length (L)
The weaving length (distance between channelizing islands on adjacent legs of rotary)
determines the capacity of the rotary that depends upon width of the weaving section, the
average width of entry, total traffic and the proportion of weaving traffic. As a general rule,
weaving length should be at least 4 times the width of weaving section. The maximum value
of the weaving length to discourage speeding of the traffic in the weaving section is 90 m. The
rotary in the given case as permitted by the site conditions is provided with weaving lengths.
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Layout of Rotary:
Layout of rotary on the ground may be done as the rotary has been designed on the basis of the
existing site conditions, the resulting minor inconsistency in the drawing and actual position
on the ground may be adjusted as per site conditions.
Table: Traffic Volume in PCU/Hr at Rotary Junction
Traffic in pcu/hr
Entering Traffic

Total
Traffic

ROAD

Left

straight

right

Total

Palakonda

393

410

306

1109

1145

Bobbili

298

276

282

856

952

Srikakulam

281

307

279

867

880

Visakhapatnam
Bypass

298

282

292

872

680

Leaving

Table: Capacity of Rotary
Proportion
of Av. Entry Width of Length 𝑄𝑃
weaving Traffic width (e)
Weaving of
(should
be
Section (w) Weavin
between 0.4
g section
(L)
to 1.0)

Weavi
ng
section

Traffic on weaving section
A

b

c

d

Total 𝑝 =

𝑏+𝑐/

(m)

(m)

(m)

(pcu/hr)

(𝑎+𝑏+𝑐+𝑑)
AB

393

410+306 276+292 282

1959 0.65

6.5

10

40

2890

BC

298

276+282 282+276 292

1706 0.65

6.5

10

40

2890

CD

281

307+279 410+282 306

1865 0.69

6.5

10

40

2850

DA

298

282+292 307+306 279

1764 0.67

6.5

10

40

2868

Conclusion:
The dissertation entitled 'Rotary Design for an Intersection on SH-36 near Rajam' is taken up
with a view to minimize collisions at the intersection. The main conclusions drawn from study
are: 1. Visakhapatnam bypass junction is a simple at-grade intersection without any provision
of even channelizing islands to regulate the traffic at the intersection.
2. The existing medians provided on three sides of road have been left far behind the
intersection and are not serving the purpose of separating the path of turning vehicles.
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3. The road meeting the junction from Palakonda -Bobbili side has lower road level than
the other roads meeting at the junction.
4. The level difference of roads and conflicting movements of traffic at the junction in
the absence of any traffic control devices are found to result into unsafe conditions at
the junction. It is reported that 2 to 3 collisions take place at the intersection per day
requiring its immediate improvement.
5. The traffic volume during a typical peak hour at the junction is found to be 1234
vehicles per hour. The right turning traffic on the junction is observed to be about 37%
of the total approaching traffic. The angle between intersecting roads is almost 90°.
All these values justify the provision of a rotary at the intersection.
Various elements of the rotary have been designed as per relevant IRC code. The design
elements are found to be as under:
 Design speed of rotary: 40 Km per hour
 Shape of rotary island: Circular Radius of curve at entry: 20m
 Radius of curve at exit: 30m
 Radius of central island: 15m
 Weaving length: average weaving length at the rotary is 40m
 Width of carriageway at entry and exit:
 Palakonda road
- 6.5m
 Bobbili road - 6.5m
 Srikakulam road
- 6.5m
 Visakhapatnam Bypass
- 6.5m
 Width of non-weaving section: 10m
 Width of weaving section: 10m
 Proportion of weaving traffic on rotary: (average) 64%
 Sight distance on rotary: 25m
 Height of Central Island: 60 to 70 cm at the edge.
 The rotary design with above features is expected to serve the traffic for next more than
15 years
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